President Clinton Fathers Illegitimate Mulatto Boy
by Roger Fountain

I recently learned another fact about our Negro-loving President that turns my stomach. President Clinton did, in fact, father a mulatto child.

In 1983, at the age of 21, a Black prostitute by the name of Bobby Ann Williams and two of her Negress prostitute friends were working Main Street in Little Rock, Arkansas, when the then Governor Clinton came jogging by and stopped to talk. According to the story, nothing happened on their first encounter, but a few days later Governor Clinton came by and picked her up. She said that Clinton paid her $200 for oral sex, even though she had only asked for $60. (What a spend-thrifty)

A couple of weeks later Clinton returned, and he found the three prostitutes together again. Clinton offered them $40 each if they would have an orgy with him. When the prostitutes agreed to this, Clinton told them that he would return at 7 p.m. that night to pick them up in a big white car with tinted windows. He came by as planned, had his orgy with them, and then gave them all a $50 tip.

Bobby Ann Williams told this story to investigative reporters Ken Harrell and Bob Boyd, who paid a professional lie detector expert to give her a test. During the test she was asked whether Clinton fathered her son, Danny, she said “yes” — and she passed. Bobby Ann Williams gave birth to Danny in August, 1983.

Some of the other statements made by Bobby Ann relating to her affair with Clinton, and substantiated by her taking the lie detector test, are as follows. The then Governor Clinton took the three girls to his mother’s house where they went into the bedroom, and Clinton took off his clothes and laid down on the bed. Clinton then ordered the Negresses to engage in lesbigian sex while he watched. After a while he joined in, and they all had a happy little orgy.

The reporters interviewed the neighbors on both sides of Clinton’s mother’s house, who stated that Clinton used to bring people to his mother’s house quite often while she was away. They then interviewed Bobby Ann’s sister, Lucille Bolton, and her grandmother, who both fully agreed with Bobby Ann’s story — even to the point that Bobby Ann’s son, Danny, is Clinton’s child. Lucille Bolton is quoted as saying, “He was white. That’s all I know about my son.”

And as Danny got older, he started to look more and more like the Governor. Danny is Bill Clinton’s boy. I’ve known it since he started believing my sister.

Lucille Bolton also agreed to take a lie detector test. She passed on every question.

Clinton has also been accused of having an affair with newswoman Deborah Mathis of The Arkansas Gazette, another Negro, but both deny ever having an affair. Larry Nichols, close Clinton former aide, filed a suit against Clinton in which he charges Clinton with having an affair with two Negresses, Deborah Mathis and Lenolfa Sullivan, former Miss Arkansas.

An anthropologist who studied a picture of Clinton and Danny found that the two had many close resemblances. These were so unusual that the likelihood of Clinton being the father is very strong.

Arkansas State Police officers, Larry Patterson, age 47, with 20 years of service and Roger Perry, age 43, with 16 years of service both say that Clinton has an illegitimate child. Their job as special officers assigned to the Governor were to assist in secret liaisons with six regular mistresses and scores of pick-up and one-night-stands. Of course Clinton covers all these allegations, and any reporter from one of the major news networks daring to question him about this would be labeled a racist. It may be pretty easy for Clinton to keep this information out of the mainstream media, but he cannot hide it from you, the readers of the WAR Eagle.

If any of the information I have written here is not accurate, President Clinton would have every right to sue The WAR Eagle in a court of law. I will send a copy of this article to the President, and we’ll see what happens.

NAFTA Treaty Will Gut U.S. of Jobs
by Arthur J. Jones

The fight over passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) may have been the most crucial political battle of this century. Yet the average American worker and voter has simply no idea of the impact this treaty, passed by a cowardly, ignorant, and corrupt United States Congress, will have on his or her future.

Simply put, this treaty will gut this nation of millions of jobs currently held by white collar and blue collar American workers. Anyone who claims otherwise is either a paid agent of the Big Money interests behind NAFTA or too gullible and uninformed to have an opinion on this issue.

Ross Perot, the billionaire former Presidential candidate, has written a devastating expose of this treaty in his book Save Your Job. Save Our Country. Why NAFTA Must Be Stopped — Now! This book has an introduction written by Perot dated September 6, 1993. However, I was able to purchase the book several days before Labor Day, September 6, 1993. Perot obviously feels very strongly about this incredible sell-out of America’s people by hundreds, or even thousands, of United States businesses, big banks, and insurance companies.

The treaty is a monster in size. It is divided up into two volumes. Volume I is divided into 8 parts with 22 chapters totaling 570 pages. These pages contain the key provisions of the agreement between the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Volume II is another 450 pages, and 147 of those pages are "exceptions" to the rules laid down in the previous volume and the rest of Volume II!

These "exceptions" or "special provisions" break down as follows: 21 pages for the United States; 42 pages for Canada, and 84 pages of "exceptions" and "special reservations" for Mexico. See NAFTA: Page 2
Perot is probably correct in assuming that hardly anyone in the United States Congress actually read through the entire treaty, as he has done. Instead, these oh-so-busy politicians relied on information prepared by paid agents in the Mexican government, by American companies planning to move to Mexico, and by their own corporate constituents who took a trip to Mexico with all expenses paid by the Mexican government.

How strong was this pro-NAFTA lobby from Mexico? It has been estimated by one public interest group, the Center for Public Integrity, that Mexico spent close to $60 million on direct lobbying for the passage of NAFTA.

In fact, Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari, in February of 1992, also visited a private dinner of Mexico's social and business elite—29 men who were and are the most wealthy and powerful in all of Mexico. Citing the benefits of NAFTA which these already super-rich Mexi­can industrialists would expect if NAFTA were ratified by the United States Congress, he asked each of them to do­mine $6 million in direct lobbying for NAFTA. This was immediately removed. Mexico, however, may im­pose tariffs on 50% of all cars produced in the United States that are imported into Mexico.

Clothing and Textiles - Currently 1.5 million American workers hold down jobs in factories across the United States, mainly in the south and west. The textiles are expected to be subject to tariffs imposed by the Mexican government's pact with NAFTA. The textiles are expected to be subject to tariffs imposed by the Mexican government's pact with NAFTA.

Agriculture and Citrus Foods - Under NAFTA, the United States must immediately eliminate the 222 quotas on frozen concentrated citrus Mexico has only to phase out over an unspecified period. This means that Mexico can instantly cut the McNalt quotas on citrus imports from the United States. This is another "special consideration" or "reservation" that gives Mexican citrus producers an unfair advantage over the 145,000 American citrus workers.

Also, the sanitary standards adopted under NAFTA regarding the use of pesticides, such as DDT, are based on the drastically lower standards of foreign countries like Malaysia and China, who are set to flood the United States with their products once NAFTA is passed.

NAFTA also requires the United States to remove any citizenship or residency requirements for profes­sionals such as doctors, engineers, accountants, and teachers. A total of 62 professions, employing 15 million Americans, will be directly affected by NAFTA.

This means that hundreds of thousands of professional and semi-professional workers, such as pharmacists, architects, nurses, and engineers, will be pressured to reduce their wages and leave their current jobs and go to Mexico in these areas. Thus Mexicans, who are used to working for much less, will under
The Neighborhood Amendment
by Arthur Jones

As more and more non-Whites push their way into America, the time is fast approaching when there will be no such thing as a White neighborhood in this country. In every northern, southern, eastern, and western state, the political parties that control the government—local, state and federal—are making plans to allow the people of Marquette Park to hire their private police force and pay for it themselves by voluntarily taxing themselves about $50 per home per year. That is exactly what the Neighborhood Amendment stands for—community self-determination and control.

Had the people of Marquette Park been the option of voting for or against letting non-Whites into their neighborhood, the Neighborhood Amendment would have allowed them to do, they would have voted to tax themselves an additional $50 to pay for a police force to control the hordes of non-White criminals they foolishly allowed to move into their neighborhood.

It's too late for the people of Marquette Park, but there are many other communities in this state and nation where the Neighborhood Amendment can prevent the nightmare of seeing previously safe, clean, White neighborhoods and small towns turned into dirty, crime-ridden Third World slums.

We encourage White activists running for office to take up the battle where we left off, and in your campaigns call for the passage of the Neighborhood Amendment. For further information, contact the America First Committee, P.O. Box 29016, Chicago, IL 60629.

KOSHER FOOD RACKET EXPOSED

There are a lot of reasons for rising food prices, and every economist has his own pet explanation and cure. Interestingly, there is one factor that is never mentioned for one reason—it has to do with a secret tax being passed along on grocery items.

Let the doubter go to his kitchen and get out any dozen cans of food products and a few cans of scouring powders, soap, etc. Examine the labels of these cans carefully for any of the symbols of Jews. Turn to the back of the can and ask for your money back! It's up to YOU!
U.S. HOLOCAUST MUSEUM: A LANDMARK OF SHAME

We, the members and supporters of the America First Committee, are both outraged and embarrassed by the political cowardices in Washington D.C., who succumbed to the Jewish Lobby in creating the most obscene physical monument to ever sit on federal land—the U.S. Holocaust Museum.

The very creation of this museum to honor foreign nationals sets a precedent which, were it followed, would clutter Washington D.C. with museums and monuments from every racial and religious group in the world. To donate valuable space for this museum is just another example of the reckless waste of the taxpayers' money, for which the politicians and bureaucrats in Washington are infamous.

We also see this museum as a blatant violation of the separation of church and state, in that the so-called "Holocaust" has become a part of the teachings and doctrines of the Jewish religion? Why should the Christians and other non-Jews be denied federal land to create museums to honor their sufferings and martyrdom?

Moreover, in our view and in the opinion of scholars around the world, the "Holocaust" as it has been endlessly depicted in books, movies, TV dramas, plays, newspapers, and magazines, simply did not take place. Nobody denies that Jews died, along with millions of other non-Jews, during W.W. II. But what we do deny is the claim that Jews suffered greater losses than anyone else in that conflict. Thus they should not be entitled to any museum or special memorial.

On the other hand, the Jewish-founded, Jewish-financed, and Jewish-led movement of International Communism, from 1917 right up to 1993, has been and still is responsible for the persecution and murder of at least 150 million people around the world. We include in this figure the 50 million killed on both sides in World War II so that the Jews could create the state of Israel, a state dependent on "Holocaust" reparations from Germany and "Holocaust"-stained foreign aid from the U.S. government.

In our view, the "Holocaust" is nothing more than an international racket by Jews to bleed, blackmail, and terrorize their many enemies around the world into silence about their crimes, or subservience to their aggressive designs for an ever-expanding Israel in the Middle East.

Until the "Holocaust" Museum is opened up to document the undisputed sufferings of Ukrainians, Latvians, Estonians, Poles, Hungarians, Germans, Japanese, Chinese, Arabs, and Christians, this museum will remain what it currently is—a national landmark of shame to America's politicians, who have been made cowards by the Jewish Lobby.

Publishers Note: This was the special press release prepared and distributed by the America First Committee to journalists who had come from around the globe to report on the opening of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, April 22, 1993.

New Auschwitz Plaque Reduces Toll Again

WARSAW (FNS) - A new plaque to be unveiled at the former Auschwitz internment and work camp at Auschwitz will reduce the grossly inflated figure again of those who died there from diseases such as typhus by over half, Polish state television said recently. It said the decision was agreed to by the Auschwitz museum's international council, a non-governmental body which oversees the site and includes members of foreign Jewish career holocausters and ex-inmates.

"The latest research by scholars (Jews) attached to the Auschwitz museum has shown that the figures of four million victims... that the figure of four million victims... should be reduced to one million because Jews were not exterminated at Auschwitz but lived in the camp for years, working and living with Germany's help," said television said.

A Polish journalist (Jew no doubt) appointed by a previous government to look at problems connected with the former camp said at the time he believed the figure of four million was deliberately exaggerated by the Soviets who liberated the camp in 1945 and carried off its records which stated that more than 74,000 died from all causes at the camp. (So now the Jews blame the Soviets for their lies—what a revelation!)

Survey: 1 in 5 Question Holocaust

NEW YORK - A third of Americans are open to the possibility that the Holocaust, Nazi Germany's extermination of 6 million Jews, never happened, according to a survey released last year by the American Jewish Committee.

Twenty-two percent of the respondents to the Roper Organization surveyed said it seems possible the Holocaust never happened.

The findings shocked Holocaust survivors, some of whom have devoted much of their lives to keeping alive the memory of the systematic extermination of Jews during World War II.

"What have we done? We have been working for years and years," said a stunned Elie Wiesel, a Nobel laureate who chronicled his experiences at the Auschwitz and Buchenwald concentration camps.

"People have been so shocked... oh my God! "The only word that comes to mind is it's 'Frightening.'"